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Abstract
Let M be a maximal submodule of an R-module V . Let f :V !V be a map with f(rv)=
rf(v); r 2R; v2V . In this paper we consider the problem of determining when f2HomR(M; V )
implies f2EndRV . c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary 16Y30; Secondary 16D50, 16W20, 16D10
1. Introduction
Let R be a ring with identity 1 and let V be a unitary left R-module. The set
MR(V ) := ff :V !V jf(rv)= rf(v); r 2R; v2Vg with the operations of function ad-
dition and composition is a zero-symmetric near-ring with identity called the near-
ring of homogeneous functions determined by (R; V ). Since MR(V )=MR=A(V ) where
A=AnnR(V ) we may assume, without loss of generality, that V is a faithful R-module.
If V is cyclic, MR(V )=EndR(V ) so every function in MR(V ) is linear. If R is a
complete matrix ring of size at least 2 2 over any ring with identity then it follows
from [2] that MR(V )=EndR(V ) for any R-module V . Again we note that every ho-
mogeneous function is linear. In [4], the problem of determining when a homogeneous
function which is linear on all maximal submodules, is also an endomorphism was
studied. In general, one wishes to know how much linearity must be imposed on a
homogeneous map to guarantee that the map is an endomorphism.
The general problem can be stated in the following way. Let S be a collection
of submodules of V and let LER(V;S) := ff2MR(V ) jf=W 2HomR(W;V ); for each
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W 2Sg. When does f2LER(V;S) imply that f2EndR(V )? If f2LER(V;S) does
imply that f2EndR(V ) then we say S forces linearity on V. Here, we focus on a
single submodule, namely a maximal submodule M of V , so S= fMg. Our goal is
to characterize in terms of the parameters (R; V;M) when M forces linearity on V .
Our problem has an \injective" avor. Indeed, suppose V is an injective module,
f2MR(V ) with f=M 2HomR(M;V ). Then there is an extension f^2EndRV; f^=M =f.
However, it may be that f^ 6=f. The problem here is to determine when f itself suces
for f^.
The general problem is investigated in the next section. In Theorem 2.2 we give our
main characterization result. In the subsequent two sections we place restrictions rst
on the rings and then on the modules to obtain equivalent (and perhaps more useful)
characterizations for these special cases.
For use throughout the remainder of the paper we have the following notations.
Conventions. All rings R have identity, and are not division rings unless so noted. All
modules V are left R-modules, unitary, faithful and not cyclic. The collection of left,
unitary R-modules will be denoted by R-mod. If M is a maximal submodule of an
R-module V then M 6= f0g. In addition, for any subset X of an R-module V and any
v2V we dene X  :=X − f0g and (X : v) := fr 2R j rv2X g.
2. General case
Let M be a maximal submodule of V . We rst present an easy and very useful
lemma.
Lemma 2.1. If u =2M then (M : u) is a maximal left ideal of R.
Proof. Since V=M is simple and u2V−M; R(u + M)=V=M . Further, R=(M : u)=
R(u+M), so (M : u) is a maximal left ideal since R(u+M) is a simple module.
Let v2V −M so we have V =M+Rv. We dene a relation v on V −(M [Rv) by
(m+ rv) v (n+ tv) if there exist r1 =2 (M : rv); t1 2R such that r1(m+ rv)= t1(n+ tv).
We note that since m+ rv =2M [Rv; m =2Rv and rv =2M . Thus, from the above lemma,
(M : rv) is a maximal left ideal of R. Moreover, in the above denition of v we
have t1 =2 (M : tv). For if t1 2 (M : tv), then r1rv2M so r1 2 (M : rv), a contradiction. It
follows that v is reexive and symmetric.
Let cv denote the transitive closure of the relation v and dene a subset Sv of V
as follows:
Sv := fm+ rv2V − (M [Rv) j (m+ rv) cv (n+ sv) implies (Rv : n) (M : sv)g:
In other words, Sv= fm + rv2V − (M [Rv) j if (m + rv)v (n1 + t1v) v    v
(nk + tkv), then (Rv : nk) (M : tkv)g. We now give our general characterization.
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Theorem 2.2. Let M be a maximal submodule of V; let v2V −M and dene Sv as
above. Then M does not force linearity on V ,
(1) 9w2V with AnnR(w)= (M : v); and
(2) 9m2M such that (Rv :m) (M : v) and m+ v2 Sv.
Remark. We note that, in condition (2) of the above theorem, (Rv :m) (M : v) fol-
lows from m+ v2 Sv since m+ v v m+ v.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. \)": Let f2MR(V ) be linear on M but not linear on V . Then
there exist m1 2M; r1v2Rv such that w :=f(m1 + r1v)−f(m1)−f(r1v) 6=0. We rst
show that without loss of generality one may take r1 = 1. In fact, if r 2 (M : r1v),
say, rr1v=m2 2M , then rw=f(rm1 + m2) − f(rm1) − f(m2)= 0 since f is linear
on M . Thus (M : r1v)AnnR(w) and since r1v =2M; (M : r1v) is a maximal left ideal
by Lemma 2.1, hence (M : r1v)=AnnR(w). By the maximality of (M : v) there exists
s2R and ‘2 (M : v) with sr1 + ‘=1, thus 0 6= sw=f(sm1 − ‘v + v) − f(sm1) −
f((1−‘)v)=f((sm1−‘v)+v)−f(sm1)+f(‘v)−f(v)=f((sm1−‘v)+v)−f(sm1−
‘v) − f(v) since f is homogeneous and linear on M and s =2 (M : r1v)=AnnR(w).
Consequently, if m := sm1 − ‘v2M; then w :=f(m + v) − f(m) − f(v) 6=0 and as
above we have AnnR(w)= (M : v). This veries condition 1. Moreover, since f is
linear on Rv we have rw=0 for r 2 (Rv :m), so r 2 (M : v), i.e., (Rv :m) (M : v).
Now, suppose m + v=: (n0 + t0v) v (n1 + t1v) v    v (nk + tkv) and let
i2f0; 1; : : : ; kg be minimal with f(ni + tiv)=f(ni) +f(tiv). We show such an i does
not exist. This will in turn imply that u :=f(nk + tkv)− f(nk)− f(tkv) 6=0. Then as
above one nds that (Rv : nk)AnnR(u)= (M : tkv), hence m+ v2 Sv.
We now turn to showing no such minimal i exists. Suppose the contrary, then we
have ri =2 (M : ti−1v); si =2 (M : tiv) with ri(ni−1+ti−1v)= si(ni+tiv) and by the minimal-
ity of i; wi−1 :=f(ni−1+ti−1v)−f(ni−1)−f(ti−1v) 6=0. Since AnnR(wi−1)= (M : ti−1v)
and ri =2 (M : ti−1v) we have 0 6= riwi−1 =f(rini−1 + riti−1v)− f(rini−1)− f(riti−1v).
On the other hand, since f is linear on M we obtain f(rini−1)−f(sini)=f(rini−1−
sini)=f(sitiv−riti−1v)=f(sitiv)−f(riti−1v), hence f(rini−1)+f(riti−1v)=f(sitiv)+
f(sini). From above we have f(rini−1 + riti−1v)=f(sini + sitiv) so by combining our
calculations we obtain si[f(ni + tiv) − f(ni) − f(tiv)]=f(sini + sitiv) − f(sini) −
f(sitiv)=f(rini−1 + riti−1v) − f(rini−1) − f(riti−1v)= riwi−1 6=0, a contradiction to
the fact that f(ni + tiv)− f(ni)− f(tiv)= 0.
\(": Dene f :V !V by
f(m+ rv)=

rw if m+ rv2 Sv; where w is given by condition (1);
0 otherwise:
We rst show f is well dened. Suppose m + rv= n + sv. If m + rv2 Sv then n +
sv2 Sv so f(m + rv)= rw while f(n + sv)= sw. But (r − s)v= n − m2M implies
r − s2 (M : v)=AnnR(w) by condition (1) so sw= rw. If m + rv =2 Sv; n + sv =2 Sv
so f(m+ rv)= 0=f(n+ sv). Therefore, f is well dened. Moreover, since SvV −
(Rv[M); f=M =0 so f is linear on M . On the other hand, for m + v2 Sv;
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f(m+v)=w 6=0=f(m)+f(v) so f is not linear on V by condition (2). To complete
the proof it remains to show f is homogeneous.
Let u=m+ rv2 Sv and s2R. If s2 (M : rv) then 0=f(su) and sf(u)= srw. How-
ever, s2 (M : rv) implies sr 2 (M : v)=AnnR(w) so sf(u)= 0=f(su). If s =2
(M : rv) then we nd sm =2Rv since by our assumption, m+ rv2 Sv and so (Rv :m)
(M : rv). We conclude that su= sm + srv2V − (Rv[M). We show su2 Sv. Suppose
(sm+ srv) v (n1 + t1v) v    v (nk + tkv). From s =2 (M : rv), and s(m+ rv)= 1(sm+
srv) we have (m+ rv) v (sm+ srv). From this we obtain (m+ rv) v (sm+ srv) v
(n1 + t1v) v    v (nk + tkv) and since m + rv2 Sv; (Rv : nk) (M : tkv). But this
means sm+ srv2 Sv so f(su)= srw= sf(u).
Finally, suppose u=m+rv =2 Sv. As above, if s2 (M : rv) or u2M [Rv; f(su)= 0=
sf(u) so we take s =2 (M : rv) and u2V − (M [Rv). We assume su= sm + srv2 Sv.
Suppose we have (m + rv) v (n1 + t1v) v    v (nk + tkv). Again we obtain
(sm+ srv) v (m+ rv) and so, since by assumption sm+ srv2 Sv; (Rv : nk) (M : tkv),
i.e., m+ rv2 Sv which is a contradiction. Thus, su =2 Sv so f(su)= 0= sf(u). We have
f2MR(V ) and f is linear on M but f =2EndR(V ). Thus, M does not force linearity
on V .
Recall that the socle of any module V , Soc(V ) is the sum of all simple submodules
of V .
Corollary 2.3. Let V 2R-mod such that Soc(V )= f0g. Then every maximal sub-
module of V forces linearity.
Proof. If some maximal submodule, M , of V does not force linearity on V then from
the rst condition of the previous theorem, there is some w2V with AnnR(w)= (M : v).
Since (M : v) is a maximal left ideal of R; Rw=R=AnnR(w) is a simple submodule of
V, contrary to Soc(V )= f0g.
If V is a torsion free abelian group then one easily checks that Soc(V )= f0g. For
a noncommutative example we let R be a (noncommutative) left Ore domain, not a
division ring and let V be a nonzero R-submodule of the division ring Q(R) of left
quotients of R. If H is a minimal submodule of V , then f0g 6=H \R is a minimal left
ideal of R, contrary to the fact that R, being a domain has no minimal left ideals. Thus
Soc(V )= f0g.
3. Applications: restrictions on rings
In this section we apply the general result of the previous section to several special
cases. We will see that in these cases the criteria of Theorem 2.2 become quite easy to
use. As above, Soc(V ) denotes the sum of all simple submodules of V so Soc(V )= f0g
if and only if V does not contain any simple submodules. Recall that a ring R is local
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if the subset of nonunits of R is an ideal. In this case, the ideal, J , of nonunits is the
unique maximal ideal of R and the unique maximal left ideal of R.
Theorem 3.1. Let R be a local ring and V 2R-mod.
(a) If Soc(V )= f0g then every maximal submodule forces linearity on V .
(b) If Soc(V ) 6= f0g; no maximal submodule forces linearity on V .
Proof. Part (a) follows from Corollary 2.3.
For (b) let M be a maximal submodule of V and V =M + Rv for v2V−M . Since
Soc(V ) 6= f0g, there is a nonzero simple submodule Ru; u2V. Since Ru=R=AnnR(u);
AnnR(u) is a maximal left ideal of R so AnnR(u)= J . But from Lemma 2.1, (M : v) is
a maximal left ideal of R hence (M : v)= J =AnnR(u) so condition (1) of Theorem 2.2
is satised.
We now show Sv=V − (Rv[M). By denition, SvV − (Rv[M) so we show the
reverse inclusion. Let m+ rv2V − (Rv[M) and suppose (m + rv) v (n1 + t1v) v
   v (nk + tkv). From the denition of v; nk =2Rv and tkv =2M . Thus, (Rv : nk) is
a proper left ideal of R, hence (Rv : nk) J . Since tkv =2M; (M : tkv) is a maximal
left ideal of R and so (M : tkv)= J . This gives (Rv : nk) (M : tkv) so m + rv2 Sv as
desired. Therefore, m =2Rv; m+ v2 Sv and so, using the remark following the statement
of Theorem 2.2, we see that condition (2) of the theorem is fullled. Thus, M does
not force linearity. Since M was arbitrary we have part (b).
Next, suppose that R is commutative and as usual let M be a maximal submodule
of V. Again for v2V −M; V =M +Rv. Since R is commutative (M : v) (M : tv) and
so (M : v)= (M : tv) for all t =2 (M : v). As we have seen previously, if m+ v2 Sv then
(Rv :m) (M : v). When R is commutative we will show that the converse also is true.
To this end, we take (Rv :m) (M : v) for some m2M and assume m+v =2 Sv. Let i
be minimal such that (m+v) v (n1+ t1v) v    v (ni+ tiv) with (Rv : ni)* (M : tiv),
say r 2 (Rv : ni)−(M : tiv). We have ri(ni−1+ti−1v)= si(ni+tiv) for some ri =2 (M : ti−1v);
si =2 (M : tiv). Thus, rrini−1 + rti−1v= rsini + rsitiv and since r 2 (Rv : ni) we have rri 2
(Rv : ni−1). Further, r =2 (M : tiv)= (M : v) and ri =2 (M : ti−1v)= (M : v) imply rri =2
(M : v)= (M : ti−1v) since (M : v) is maximal and hence a prime ideal. This means
(Rv : ni−1)* (M : ti−1v) which contradicts the minimality of i. Thus, m + v2 Sv. The
next theorem now follows from this discussion and Theorem 2.2.
Theorem 3.2. Let R be a commutative ring; V 2R-mod; M a maximal submodule of
V; and V =M +Rv; v2V −M . Then M does not force linearity on V , (1) 9w2V;
AnnR(w)= (M : v); and (2) 9m2M; (Rv :m) (M : v).
Again let R be commutative with 1= e1 + e2 +   + et where fe1; : : : ; etg is a set of
mutually orthogonal idempotents. Let V 2R-mod and let W be a nonzero submodule
of V , not necessarily maximal. Then V = e1V     etV and W = e1W     etW .
Since R is commutative, the summands eiV and eiW are submodules. Also, one has
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MR(V )=Me1R(e1V )   MetR(etV ) by f! (f1; : : : ; ft) where fi=f=eiV . If some
eiW does not force linearity on eiV then one can nd a map in MR(V ) which is linear
on W but not on V . Conversely if each eiW forces linearity on eiV then W forces
linearity on V . If W is a maximal submodule of V then there exists i2f1; 2; : : : ; tg
such that eiW 6= eiV and ejW = ejV; j 6= i. We summarize in the following result.
Lemma 3.3. With the notation as above; W forces linearity, eiW forces linearity on
eiV for all i2f1; 2; : : : ; tg. If W is maximal and ei0W 6= ei0V; then W forces linearity
on V , ei0W forces linearity on ei0V .
Recall that a commutative ring is semiperfect if R=J is Artinian and J is idempotent
lifting where J is the Jacobson radical of R. Equivalently, R is semiperfect if and only
if R= e1R    enR where fe1; : : : ; eng is a set of mutually orthogonal primitive idem-
potents and each eiR is a local ring ([5, p. 219]). Let V 2R-mod and let t= j fi j eiV
is not cyclic and Soc(eiV ) 6= f0ggj. We may suppose e1V; e2V; : : : ; etV are these sub-
modules and dene U := e1V     etV . If every eiV is cyclic or Soc(eiV )= f0g we
let U = f0g. We now have the following corollary to Theorem 3.2.
Corollary 3.4. Let R be a commutative semiperfect ring and V 2R-mod.
(a) If Soc(V )= f0g; every maximal submodule of V forces linearity.
(b) If Soc(V ) 6= f0g; a maximal submodule M forces linearity on V ,M U .
Proof. Suppose Soc(V ) 6= f0g and let i2f1; 2; : : : ; tg. If M forces linearity on V then
eiM forces linearity on eiV considered as eiR modules. Since eiV is not cyclic and
Soc(eiV ) 6= f0g, and since eiR is a local ring, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that
eiM = eiV , hence U M . For the converse, suppose rst that i2f1; 2; : : : ; tg. Since
U M; eiM = eiV so eiM forces linearity on eiV. For i2ft + 1; : : : ; ng; either eiV is
cyclic or Soc(eiV )= f0g. In either case, eiM forces linearity on eiV . The result now
follows from Lemma 2.3.
Since an Artinian ring is semiperfect the above corollary applies to commutative
Artinian rings. Suppose R is a commutative Artinian ring. Then R is the direct sum
R= e1R    enR of commutative, Artinian, local rings and if M is a maximal
submodule of V 2R-mod, from Lemma 3.3, there exists i2f1; 2; : : : ; ng such that
eiM 6= eiV and ejM = ejV; j 6= i. If M forces linearity on V then eiM forces linearity on
eiV as eiR-modules. Let Ri= eiR and let Ji denote the Jacobson radical of Ri. Assume
eiM 6= f0g. Since Ji is nilpotent, there exists u2 (eiM) such that Jiu=f0g. But then
Ri=Ji=Riu which means Riu is a simple submodule of eiV , hence Soc(eiV ) 6= f0g.
However, this is a contradiction since eiR is a local ring and the nonzero maximal
submodule eiM forces linearity. Thus, we must have eiM =f0g.
Corollary 3.5. Let R be a commutative Artinian ring; V 2R-mod and M a maximal
submodule of V. If M forces linearity on V; AnnR(M) 6= f0g.
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We give an example to show that the converse of the above corollary is not true.
Example 3.6. Let R=Z4, the ring of integers modulo 4, let V =Z4 2Z4, and let
M =2Z4 2Z4. We see that V is a faithful, noncyclic R-module and M is a nonzero
maximal submodule of V . Let H = f(1,0), (3,0)gV and dene g :V !V by
g(v)=

2v; v2H;
0 otherwise:
Via calculations one nds that g2MR(V ) and since M  (V−H), g is linear on M .
However (0; 0)= g(1; 2)= h((1; 0)+ (0; 2)) 6=(2; 0)= g(1; 0)+ g(0; 2). Therefore, M
does not force linearity on V and AnnR(M)= f0; 2g 6= f0g.
We continue to let R be a commutative ring and turn to the question of determining
for a maximal submodule if \forcing linearity" is a local property. That is, if P is
a prime ideal of R and MP is the localization of M by the prime P, then \forcing
linearity" is called a local property if M forcing linearity on V is equivalent to MP
forcing linearity on VP for each prime P. In the next theorem we show this is indeed
the case for Noetherian rings. In fact, we have a slightly more general situation. We
say an ideal I of R is an annihilator ideal if I =AnnR(S) for some S V . We rst
present a lemma which is very similar to well-known results.
Lemma 3.7. Let R be a commutative ring; V 2R-mod and W a submodule of V.
Suppose for each prime ideal P of R; WP forces linearity on VP. Then W forces
linearity on V.
Proof. Let f2MR(V ) be linear on W. Then for each prime ideal P of R we have
fP 2MRP (VP) where fP(v=u)=f(v)=u and further, fP is linear on WP . By hypothesis,
fP 2EndRP (VP). Let v1; v2 be arbitrary in V and let v0 :=f(v1 + v2)−f(v1)−f(v2). If
P :V !VP is the natural map v! v=1 then 0= P(v1 + v2)− P(v1)− P(v2) and so
0=fP(P(v1 +v2)−P(v1)−P(v2))=fPP(v1 +v2)−fPP(v1)−fPP(v2)= Pf(v1 +
v2) − Pf(v1) − Pf(v2)= P(v0), i.e., for each prime ideal P, P(v0)= 0. But this
implies that for each prime P of R there exists r =2P, rv0 = 0 which in turn shows that
AnnR(v0) cannot be contained in any maximal ideal of R. Hence, AnnR(v0)=R, so
v0 = 0 and f(v1 + v2)=f(v1) + f(v2).
Theorem 3.8. Let R be a commutative ring with ascending chain condition on annihi-
lator ideals. Let V 2R-mod and let M be a maximal submodule of V. The following
are equivalent:
(1) M forces linearity on V.
(2) For every prime ideal P of R; MP forces linearity on VP.
(3) For every prime ideal P of R; VP is cyclic or VP =MP or Soc(VP)= f0g.
Proof. Since RP is a local ring we know from Theorem 3.1 that (3)) (2). If VP is not
cyclic and MP 6=VP then MP is a maximal submodule of VP . Thus, if MP forces linearity
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on VP we must have, again from Theorem 3.1, that Soc(VP)= f0g. Thus (2)) (3) and
so (2), (3).
From the above lemma, (2)) (1) so it remains to show (1)) (2). Let V =M +
Rv; v2V−M and x a prime ideal P. First, suppose P=(M : v). If Soc(VP)= f0g, we
know MP forces linearity on VP so we take Soc(VP) 6= f0g and let A := fAnnR(u) j
RPu=1 is a minimal submodule of VPg. Since Soc(VP) 6= f0g, A 6= ; and so by hypothe-
sis A contains a maximal element, say AnnR(u0). From u0=1 6=0, we see AnnR(u0)P
=(M : v), for otherwise if s2AnnR(u0)\ (R−P), then su0 = 0 implies u0=1=0. We
now show AnnR(u0)=P. Suppose this is not the case and take 0 6= r 2R− AnnR(u0).
Since RPu0=1 is minimal in VP , AnnRP (u0) is maximal in RP so AnnRP (u0)=PRP ,
hence (r=1)u0=1=0 from which we nd there exists t 2R−P, tru0 = 0. Since t 2R−P,
RPtu0=1=RPu0=1 which means that AnnR(tu0)2A. Now, AnnR(u0)AnnR(tu0) and
r 2AnnR(tu0) but r =2AnnR(u0), a contradiction to the maximality of AnnR(u0). Hence,
AnnR(u0)=P=(M : v). However, from Theorem 2.2, part (2) since M forces linear-
ity on V we must have for each m2M; (Rv :m) 6 (M : v)=P. Thus, for m=t 2MP we
nd s =2R − P such that sm2Rv so (s=1)m=12RPv=1, and since s =2P, m=t 2RPv=1,
i.e., MP RPv=1. Consequently, we obtain from VP MP + RPv=1 that VP =RPv=1 and
since VP is cyclic, MP forces linearity on VP .
The remaining situation is P 6=(M : v). By the maximality of (M : v), (M : v) 6P so
for some s2R − P, sv2M . But then (s=1)(v=1)2MP and since s =2P, v=12MP , i.e.,
VP =MP and again MP forces linearity on VP .
As an application of the above theorem we consider Dedekind domains and obtain a
characterization of those maximal submodules M which force linearity on V in terms
of the torsion submodule of V .
Theorem 3.9. Let R be a Dedekind domain; V 2R-mod and let T denote the torsion
submodule of V; T =
L
P T (P) where P is a prime ideal of R and T(P)= fu2V j
AnnR(u)=Pe for some e2Ng. Let M be a maximal submodule of V and V =M +Rv;
v2V−M . Then M forces linearity on V ,
(1) V is torsion and if T (P) 6 M for some prime ideal P then T (P) is cyclic.
(2) V is not torsion and AnnR(t) 6 (M : v) for all t 2T .
Proof. Since R is Noetherian, from the previous theorem, M forces linearity on V
if and only if MQ forces linearity on VQ for all prime ideals Q of R. We rst sup-
pose V is a torsion module and note that M =
L
Q 6= P T (Q)M 0 where M 0T (P).
Then (M : v)= (M :V )=P. If Q 6=P, MQ =VQ so MQ forces linearity on VQ. Since
(M :V )=P, MP 6=VP and moreover Soc(VP) 6= f0g. Thus, MP forces linearity on VP
if and only if VP is cyclic. Since every nonzero prime ideal in a Dedekind domain
is maximal one veries that VP =(T (P))P . Thus, if T (P) is cyclic then MP forces
linearity on VP , hence M forces linearity on V from the above theorem. If T (P) is
not cyclic, then Rv 6=T (P) and one nds m2M 0 such that (Rv :m)=P=(M : v). In
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addition, there exists w2V  such that Pw= f0g so P=(M : v)=AnnR(w). Thus, in
this case M does not force linearity.
Suppose now that V is not a torsion module and let I := (M : v)= (M :V ). Note
that MI 6=VI , since MI =VI if and only if (M :V )\ (R− I) 6= ;. Suppose AnnR(t) I
for some t 2T . Then Soc(VI ) 6= f0g and from the fact that V is not torsion, VI is not
cyclic, consequently, an application of the above theorem shows that M does not force
linearity on V . On the other hand, if AnnR(t) 6 I for all t 2T then TI = f0g, hence
Soc(VI )=f0g and so MI forces linearity on VI . Moreover, MQ =VQ for all prime ideals
Q 6= I . Hence, for each prime ideal P of R, MP forces linearity on VP , hence M forces
linearity on V .
Corollary 3.10. Under the hypotheses of the above theorem; if V is not a torsion
module and M 6T then M does not force linearity on V.
Proof. Let t 2T−M . Then V=M =R(t+M). Therefore, for v2V−M , there exists s2R
with st−v2M and so if r 2AnnR(t), rv2M , i.e., AnnR(t) (M : v). The result follows
from the previous theorem.
4. Applications: restrictions on modules
In this section we place some restrictions on the modules, either on the module
V or on the maximal submodule M (and perhaps on the ring as well), to obtain
additional information as to when M forces linearity. Recall that a submodule W of
an R-module V is an essential submodule if W \B 6=f0g for all nonzero submodules
B of V . In this situation we often just say \W is essential". As is well known, the
set Z(V ) := fx2V jAnnR(x) is an essential left ideal of Rg is a submodule called the
singular submodule of V [3]. In addition, V is said to be nonsingular if Z(V )=f0g.
In our rst result of this section we collect some remarks which follow from previous
results.
Theorem 4.1. Let M be a maximal submodule of V.
(1) If R is a local ring and M forces linearity on V then M is an essential
submodule of V.
(2) If R is commutative and M is nonessential then M forces linearity on V ,8m
2M; AnnR(m) + (M :V )=R.
(3) Suppose R is not a domain and M is nonessential; say V =M Rv; v2V−M .
If M does not force linearity on V then AnnR(Rv) is a proper nonzero ideal of R.
Proof. (1) If for some v2V , M \Rv= f0g then V =M Rv and Rv is a simple
submodule of V , hence Soc(V ) 6= f0g. This is a contradiction to Theorem 3.1, conse-
quently M must be essential.
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(2) Since M is nonessential, there exists v2V  such that V =M Rv. Note fur-
ther that AnnR(v)= (M : v)= (M :V ) is a maximal ideal of R. So from Theorem 3.2
we see that M does not force linearity if and only if there exists some m2M with
(Rv :m) (M :V ), i.e., AnnR(m) (M :V ). Thus, M forces linearity if and only if for
each m2M , AnnR(m) 6(M :V ) and this is equivalent to AnnR(m)+(M :V )=R since
(M :V ) is a maximal ideal.
(3) Since M does not force linearity, from Theorem 2.2 we have that m+ v2 Sv for
some m2M . Since R is not a domain, there exist r; s2R with rs=0. If s2AnnR(Rv)
we are nished so we suppose s =2AnnR(Rv)=
T
t2R AnnR(tv).
Therefore, s =2AnnR(t0v) for some t0 2R, hence st0 =2AnnR(v). From st0(m + v)=
1(st0m+ st0v) we see that m+ vv st0m+ st0v, thus, since m+ v2 Sv we have st0m+
st0v2 Sv. Let m1 = st0m and v1 = st0v. We show AnnR(m1)AnnR(Rv). Then since
0 6= r 2AnnR(m1) we will have the result.
Suppose AnnR(m1) 6AnnR(t0v1)=:L for some t0 2R. We note that t0v1 =2M since
this would imply t0v1 = 0 and L=R, contrary to our assumption. Thus, from Lemma 2.1,
L is a maximal left ideal, hence L + AnnR(m1)=R. Consequently, Lm1 =Rm1 so
there exists ‘2L with ‘m1 = (t0−1)m1 or (1 + ‘)m1 = t0m1. But then t0(m1 + v1)=
(1+ ‘)(m1 + t0v1), hence (m1 + v1)v (m1 + t0v1) since t0 =2AnnR(v1)= (M : v1). Since
m1 + v1 2 Sv we have AnnR(m1)= (Rv :m1) (M : t0v1)=AnnR(t0v1)=L, a contradic-
tion. Thus, AnnR(m1)
T
t2R AnnR(tv1)=AnnR(Rv1) and since Rv is simple, Rv=
Rv1. Thus, AnnR(m1)AnnR(Rv) as desired.
Corollary 4.2. Let R be a commutative ring; V 2R-mod and M a maximal submodule
of V. If M is nonessential and AnnR M 6= f0g then M forces linearity.
Proof. Since M is nonessential there exists v2V ; V =M Rv and (M : v)= (M :V )
=AnnR(v) is a maximal ideal. Since V is faithful, AnnR(M)\AnnR(v)= f0g so
R=AnnR(M) (M :V )AnnR(m) + (M :V ), for each m2M . An application of part
(2) of the above theorem gives the result.
Example 3.6 shows that Corollary 4.2 does not hold, in general, for maximal essential
submodules.
Example 4.3. We take as our ring the integers Z; V =
L
p prime Z=pZ and M =L
p3 Z=pZ. Then M is not essential and moreover, for each m2M , AnnZ(m) 6= f0g so
AnnZ(m)+(M :V )=Z. From Theorem 4.1, M forces linearity. However, AnnZ(M)=
f0g so the converse of the above corollary is not true. Note also that Soc(V ) 6= f0g
yet every maximal submodule of V forces linearity. This shows that the result of
Theorem 3.1 is not true without some restrictions on the ring.
Corollary 4.4. If R is a simple ring, not a domain, then every nonessential maximal
submodule forces linearity.
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Proof. Let V =M Rv; v 2 V −M . Since R is simple, AnnR(Rv)= f0g and the result
now follows from part (3) of the above theorem.
Example 4.5. Let R be a noncommutative domain which has a faithful simple
module W =Rw. Let V =RW and note that R is a maximal submodule of V. Since
Sw =V − (R[W ), we see that the conditions of Theorem 2.2 are satised so R does
not force linearity on V . Yet AnnR(Rw)= f0g and of course R is nonessential. Thus,
the hypothesis \R is not a domain" is needed in part (3) of Theorem 4.1 and in the
above corollary.
As usual, we say a module V is completely reducible if V is a direct sum of simple
submodules of V . A completely reducible module V is homogeneous if V is a direct
sum of pairwise isomorphic simple submodules. Every completely reducible module is
a direct sum of homogeneous submodules called the homogeneous components of V.
Theorem 4.6. Let V be a completely reducible module and M a maximal submodule
of V, say V =M Rv; v 2 V −M . Then M does not force linearity on V,
(1) M is not a sum of homogeneous components of V, and
(2) AnnR(v) is an ideal of R.
Proof. \)": From Theorem 2.2, there exists some m2M with (Rv :m) (M : v), i.e.,
AnnR(m)AnnR(v) and m+ v 2 Sv. From this we nd that the map h :Rm!Rv; rm!
rv is an R-epimorphism. The submodule Rm is also completely reducible, say Rm=Rm1
   Rmk where each Rmi is simple. Without loss of generality, we take m=m1
+   +mk and so h(mi) 6=0 for some i2f1; 2; : : : ; kg. Let mi= rm so h(mi)= rv 6=0,
thus h=Rmi :Rmi ! Rv is an epimorphism and, in fact, an isomorphism since Rmi is
also simple. Thus, Rmi=Rv and M is not a sum of homogeneous components of V .
This establishes the rst condition.
Furthermore, since r 62AnnR(v), r(m+v)=mi+ rv, hence mi+ rv2 Sv. Now, suppose
AnnR(mi)*AnnR(trv)=:L for some t 2R. Then trv 6=0 so trv 62M , hence (M : trv)=
AnnR(trv) is a maximal left ideal which in turn implies AnnR(mi)+L=R. Thus,
Lmi=Rmi which means there is some ‘2L with (1+ ‘)mi= tmi and so t(mi+ rv)=
(1+ ‘)(mi+ trv), i.e., (mi+ trv) v (mi+ rv). Again since mi+ rv2 Sv, AnnR(mi)
AnnR(trv), a contradiction. Thus, we conclude that AnnR(mi)AnnR(Rrv)=AnnR(Rv)
since Rv is simple. Further, since Rmi is simple, AnnR(mi) is a maximal left ideal and
since AnnR(Rv)AnnR(v) we obtain AnnR(mi)=AnnR(Rv)=AnnR(v). Since
AnnR(Rv) is an ideal of R we have condition (2).
\(": Since V =M Rv, AnnR(v)= (M : v), hence condition (1) of Theorem 2.2 is
satised. It remains to show m+ v2 Sv for some m2M . We show this is true for all
m2M with AnnR(m)=AnnR(v)=AnnR(Rv). We know from condition (1) that such an
m exists. Suppose ri(ni−1 + ti−1v)= si(ni+ tiv) where ri =2AnnR(ti−1v), i2f1; 2; : : : ; kg
and let n0 + t0v :=m+ v. We claim AnnR(ni)AnnR(Rv) for all i2f0; 1; : : : ; kg which
clearly implies m+ v2 Sv. The result holds for i=0 since n0 =m and m is choosen with
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AnnR(m)AnnR(Rv). Now, let i 1 and suppose AnnR(ni−1)AnnR(Rv)=AnnR(v).
Since ri =2AnnR(ti−1v), riti−1v 6=0 so AnnR(riti−1v) is a maximal left ideal. But
AnnR(v)=AnnR(Rv)AnnR(riti−1v) and AnnR(v) maximal gives AnnR(v)=
AnnR (riti−1v). From AnnR(ni−1)AnnR(Rv)AnnR(ti−1v), we obtain AnnR(rini−1)
 AnnR(riti−1v)=AnnR(v). As we did above in the rst part of this proof, we
can nd s =2AnnR(v) such that AnnR(srini−1)=AnnR(sv)=AnnR(v). Moreover, rini−1
+ riti−1v= sini+ sitiv implies rini−1 = sini and so srini−1 = ssini which in turn implies
AnnR(ssini)=AnnR(v). The submodule Rni is completely reducible, thus Rssini is a
direct summand, say Rni=RssiniRn0i . But then ni= r0ssini+ t0n0i for some r0; t0 2R,
r0ssini 6=0. Hence, AnnR(ni)AnnR(r0ssini). Now, r0ssini 6=0 implies r0 =2AnnR(ssini)
so r0v 6=0 and AnnR(v)=AnnR(r0v). If u2AnnR(r0ssini) then ur0 2AnnR(ssini)
so ur0 2AnnR(v), i.e., u2AnnR(r0v)=AnnR(v). From this we obtain AnnR(ni)
AnnR(v)=AnnR(Rv), hence m+ v2 Sv as needed.
We note that in condition (2) of the above theorem AnnR(v) 6=0, since AnnR(v) is a
maximal left ideal and R is not a division ring by our conventions in the Introduction.
Corollary 4.7. Let V be a completely reducible module. Every maximal submodule
M of V forces linearity on V , every homogeneous component of V with a simple
submodule Ru such that AnnR(Ru) is an ideal must be simple. In addition, if R
is commutative then every maximal submodule forces linearity , all homogeneous
components are simple.
Proof. The second statement follows from the rst and the rst statement follows from
the above theorem.
Suppose V is completely reducible and M does not force linearity on V . From condi-
tion (1) of the above theorem, there exists m2M with Rm=Rv (where V =M Rv),
say m! rv, hence, AnnR(m)=AnnR(rv) and so by condition (2), AnnR(m)=AnnR(v).
We now have the following corollary which is similar to part (2) of Theorem 4.1 but
with a dierent hypothesis.
Corollary 4.8. Let V be a completely reducible module and M a maximal submodule
with V=MRv. If for each m2M , AnnR(m)+AnnR(v)=R then M forces linearity
on V.
For the next corollary only we drop our restriction that R is not a division ring.
Corollary 4.9. Let R be a simple ring and V a completely reducible R-module. Every
maximal submodule forces linearity on V ,R is not a division ring.
Proof. If R is a division ring then V is a vector space over R and since V is not
cyclic no maximal subspace forces linearity on V . Conversely, suppose M is a maximal
submodule which does not force linearity on V . Let V =M Rv. From Theorem 4.6,
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AnnR(v) is an ideal of R and so AnnR(v)= f0g since R is simple. But AnnR(v) is also
a maximal left ideal so R must be a division ring.
In the nal theorem of this section and the paper we obtain a rather nice charac-
terization as to when maximal submodules force linearity for commutative rings and
nonsingular modules.
Lemma 4.10. Let R be a commutative ring and V a nonsingular R-module. Let M
be a maximal submodule of V. If AnnR(M) 6= f0g or if M is essential then M forces
linearity on V.
Proof. Suppose rst that M is an essential submodule of V and let E(V ) denote the
injective hull of V . Let f2MR(V ) with f linear on M . Then there exists a map
h2EndR(V; E(V )) such that f=M = h=M . Let g=f− h and take v arbitrary in V . It
is well known ([5, p. 378]) that (M : v) is an essential ideal of R. Moreover, for
each r 2 (M : v), rg(v)= r(f(v)− h(v))=f(rv)− h(rv)= 0 since f=M = g=M . Since
(M : v)AnnR(g(v)), we see that AnnR(g(v)) is also an essential left ideal of R. Thus,
g(v)2Z(V )= f0g and so g is the zero map. From this we see that f is linear on V .
If M is nonessential but AnnR(M) 6= f0g then the result follows from
Corollary 4.2
Lemma 4.11. Let R be an indecomposable ring (i.e., R cannot be written as a di-
rect sum of proper left ideals) and let V be a nonsingular R-module. If a maximal
submodule M of V forces linearity on V then M must be an essential submodule.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that M is not essential, say V =M Rv for some
v 2 V −M . The left ideal AnnR(v) is not essential since V is nonsingular. Moreover,
AnnR(v) is not a direct summand since R is indecomposable. Thus, AnnR(v)= f0g. But
Rv is simple so AnnR(v) is a maximal left ideal. Hence, R is a division ring contrary
to our standing convention.
Theorem 4.12. Let R be a commutative ring, V a nonsingular R-module, and M a
maximal submodule of V. Then M forces linearity on V,M is essential or
AnnR(M) 6=f0g.
Proof. The suciency of the conditions follows from Lemma 4.10, so it remains to
show the conditions are necessary. If AnnR(M) 6= f0g we are nished, so we take
AnnR(M)= f0g. Assume M is not essential, say V =M Rv, v2V − M . Since V
is nonsingular, AnnR(v) is not essential in R, so R=AnnR(v)L for some minimal
ideal L of R. Let 1= e1 + e2 be a decomposition of 1 into orthogonal idempotents,
e1 2AnnR(v) and e2 2L. Then V = e1V  e2V;M = e1M  e2M are decompositions into
submodules since R is commutative. Now, e1V = e1(M Rv)= e1M and since M is
maximal in V , e2M is a maximal submodule of e2V . Since R-submodules of e2V are
the same as L-submodules of e2V we see that e2M is a maximal L-submodule of e2V .
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It is straightforward to verify that the map  :MR(V ) ! MAnnR(v)(e1V )ML(e2V );
f! (f=e1V; f=e2V ) is a near-ring isomorphism. We proceed to show that the L-module
e2M forces linearity on e2V . For this let g2ML(e2V ) such that g is linear on e2M . We
extend g to a map f2MR(V ) where f=e1V is the identity on e1V and f=e2V = g. Then
f is linear on M and so by hypothesis f2 EndR(V ) which also gives g2 EndL(e2V )
as desired.
Since L is a minimal ideal of R, L is indecomposable as a ring. Note also e2M 6=f0g
since we have AnnR(M)= f0g. Thus, e2M is a nonzero maximal submodule of the
nonsingular L-module e2V which forces linearity. Consequently, from Lemma 4.11,
e2M is an essential submodule of e2V . Hence, M = e1M  e2M is an essential sub-
module, contrary to our assumption. We must therefore have that M is essential and
the proof is complete.
As a nal remark we note that Example 4.3 illustrates that the above result does not
hold if Z(V ) 6= f0g.
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